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ABSTRACT

A centrifuge is a vital instrument needed for easy separation techniques in most laboratories. This
instrument is very scarce and if found is very expensive. This paper focuses on the fabrication and evaluation
of this instrument locally. The centrifuge is majorly divided into two compartments. The upper part, which is
made of metal bowl and the base, made of metal sheet carved in cylindrical shape to house the electric motor.
Metal sheet was purchased from Bida town, after which the whole bodywork was assembled together by means
of electrical welding. Bolts and nuts were used to hold other parts together and an electric motor was installed
to drive the system. The fabricated centrifuge was tested with a number of sample solutions in the chemistry
laboratory and the required supernatants were obtained. The results show that this instrument compares very
well with any standard centrifuge and is therefore recommended for use in related laboratory works.
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Introduction

This is a device used to produce large force on objects by whirling them in circle (Colin, C. et al, 1972;
Okeke, P.N, 1996). In the laboratory, a centrifuge is used to whirl a test tube containing a solid in suspension
and the force produced on the particles of the solid makes them settle to the bottom of the test tube (Philip,
M. 1997). Centrifuge has been widely used by the technologists for spinning and testing objects.
Basically there are various types of centrifuge. These are Harris centrifuge design for minimum vibration,
Spinnelte centrifuge suitable for simple separations, cell centrifuge and Hand centrifuge. This work is based
on the construction of Harris centrifuge used in separation of solid in suspension.
The major components of the centrifuge are as follows; the electric motor, the shaft, the bearing, the cord and
the metal sheet.

Harris Centrifuge:

This type of centrifuge is safe, easy to use, designed for minimum vibration and further damped by
standing on three rubber feet.

The body is spun steel bowl and lid, on a cast iron base with harmer painted finish edge with shock
absorbing trim. Four swing-out bucket heads accommodate 100 x 16mm test tubes (approx. 15cm3) or 75 x
10mm test tubes (approx. 3cm3) using adaptors provided. It is driven by single speed motor and controlled by
biased off toggle switch with overriding switch to cutoff motor when lid is raised (Philip, H. 1980).

Methodology:
Materials /Components Used:

The materials used for the construction of the centrifuge are;
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(i) Metals Sheet and Metal Bowl: 

The metal sheet is used to carve the base of the centrifuge that is housing the electric motor in position
while the bowl is made of metal makes up the upper part with lid. This contains the shield, shaft and the
trunnion rings.

(ii) Electric Motor: 

This is the machine for converting electrical energy to mechanical energy. The electric motor rotates the
shaft with a maximum speed required for the centrifuge.

(iii) Bearing: 

This is made up of a set of strong metal ball used to help in the rotation of the shaft so as to reduce
friction.

(iv) Metal Rod (As Shaft): 

it is a piece of metal rod used as a shaft that holds the shield and trunnion in position.

(v) Shield and Trunnion Rings: 

This shield is a circular metal that holds the trunnion in four swing - out position.

Construction Work:

The body is divided into two compartments that is the upper part, which was made of metal bowl, and
the base made of metal sheet carved in cylindrical shape to house the electric motor.

The circumference of the lid measured 810mm and the height measured 20mm. The lid was attached to
the body by means of electrical welding with a constructed hinge for easy pivoting. The lids functions as the
cover.

The bowl made of galvanized metal have its volume as 4341mm3. The bowl was drilled at the centre of
its bottom using electric driller to make a hole for the shaft to pass through it. A pair of bolt and nut was then
attached to the bottom by electric welding to hold the bowl and base firmly together. The base constructed
from a flat metal sheet, which measured 420mm by 100mm, was carved in cylindrical shape using electrical
welding to join edges together. The base was designed to house the electric motor and also to serve as the
stand for the entire body.

The bottom of the base was covered with wire mesh to allow free entry of air so as to reduce the heat
generated by the motor. The electric motor with an ac voltage of 240V was held in position by means of bolt
and nuts tightened firmly to the base.

The metal rod known as shaft which measures 90mm in length and 80mm in thickness was attached to
the rotating shaft of the electric motor by means of electric welding and a bearing was attached to the base
of the shaft to provide smooth rotation and also to reduce friction. The shaft was then passed through the hole
made at the center of the bowl to be in position. The shield made of a thick metal sheet has its circumference
measured as 350mm. The shield was then cut in square shape measuring 35mm by 10mm. The trunnion was
fixed to the shield with a pin attached to the shield by electric welding to hold the trunnion in a swinging
position.

Testing:
After all the construction works were completed, the centrifuge was tested in the chemistry laboratory to assess
its performance in practical works. The following experiments were carried out;

1. Spectrophometric determination of sugar from powdered maize sample

Experimental Procedure:

Sugar was extracted from 0.1g of powdered sample (maize) and a few drops of 80% ethanol was added
and stirred thoroughly before adding 10ml of hot  80% ethanol. 
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The mixture was stirred for 5mins and the test tube containing the mixture was transferred into the
centrifuge and fixed into the trunnion ring and then centrifuged until the supernatant appears.
2. Separation of milk and salad cream.

Experimental Procedure: 

Small quantity of the two sample was put into a test tube and stirred together using a glass rod. The test
tube containing the sample was then transferred into the centrifuge and fixed into the trunnion ring and spin
to separate the substance.

Results:

1. For the spectrophometric determination experiment, sugar was obtained from the sample.
2. For the separation of salad cream, milk was separated from the salad cream.

Fig. 1: Lid. Fig. 2: Shield.

Fig. 3: Bowl. Fig. 4: Base.

Fig. 5: Bearing. Fig. 6: Electric motor.

Fig. 7: Wire mesh. Fig. 8: The diagram of the centrifuge.
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Conclusion and Recommendation:

From the result obtained, it can be concluded that this centrifuge has been fairly constructed and it gave
an impressive result, which compares favorably with the Harris centrifuge. It is therefore recommended that
construction of this type should be encouraged in order to reduce the cost of the instrument and make it more
readily available in our laboratories.
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